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Maintainability Metrics for Object-Oriented
Software System Modifiability
Hanumantha Rao Battu, R.Satya Prasad, D.N.V.Syma Kumar
Several observations were done [27], [28], [29], [30], [31],
[32] on the Inheritance based developed Object-Oriented
techniques helps by reducing the redundancy and improving
efficiency of the software system. Every proposed metric
need to prove its theoretical and mathematical background
by satisfying the well known properties like weyker’s for
any software metrics. Weyker’s[19] developed total nine
number of properties which would help in judging the
validity of the metrics. The developed object-Oriented
metrics were validated against the weyker’s properties by
the more number of researchers [14], [20], [21], [22],
[23],[28],[33], [35]. In the developed weyker’s properties
some of the properties applicable to inside data of ObjectOriented classes and traditional programs purpose. Hence
those metrics which may developed based on the class based
inheritance (not the inside data and functions) were may not
applicable to less number of weyker’s properties [33].
The Organization of this paper is in the following
manner. Literature survey covers the developed ObjectOriented inheritance based maintainability metrics like DIT,
NAC, NOC, NDC, AM and AID. The proposed metrics
discussed in the Section-3.Section-4 deals about the validity
ofproposed metrics against the weyker’s properties.
Comparison done between the existed and proposedmetrics
was done in Section-5. The Conclusion and Future scope of
this paper was presented at Section-6 & Section-7
respectively.

Abstract: Modifiability of the Object-Oriented system with
inheritance states that how much amount of information would
be modified in the individual class level and total system level.
Measuring the modifiability in the appropriate manner leads to
improve the maintainability and also quality of the specified
software system. Existed metrics for modifiability gives the more
complexity values and typical to work with them. Here main
concentration is on to consider the proper modifiability of the
Object-Oriented system and reduce the complexity in judging the
modifiability. The identified modifiability metrics of the class and
system level are validated with the well known Weyker’s
properties to strengthen the proposed metrics and which may
utilized in their research work by researchers.
Keywords: Maintainability metrics, Inheritance hierarchy,
System Modifiability, Class Modifiability, System Maintenance,

Weyker’s properties
I.

INTRODUCTION

An Object-Oriented or traditional software system measure
their functional or non-functional requirements with metrics
and estimated models. A metric gives the accurate
measurement for the functional requirements and
appropriate measurement for the non functional
requirements like quality and its parameters. In the issue of
the improving software quality several studies were existed
[1], [2]. The usage of existed Object-Oriented metrics in the
several programming languages and programming fields [3]
in suitable manner. .The ISO/IEC-9126-1 states that the
Modifiability factor of Maintainability can be defined as
“process of corrections, improvements or adoptions of the
software to changes in environment and in requirements and
functional specifications” [4]. Previously so many authors
measure the modifiability [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11],
[12] to maintain the Object-Oriented software system with
their metrics and models in proper manner. Inheritance is
the specialized property of the Object-Oriented system to
extend and modify the behaviors from one existed class to
new derived classes. By considering the inheritance
hierarchy of the software system several metrics [13], [14],
[15], [16], [17], [18], [24], [28] were developed to measure
the maintainability parameter.

II.

LITERATURE SURVEY

This Literature survey gives detail the report on the existed
maintainability metrics which were based on the ObjectOriented software class inheritance property. Depth of
Inheritance Tree (DIT) metric was developed by chidemberkerner [24], [25],[ 28] states that maximum depth from the
root node to the current node. The problem of this metric is
the occurrence of ambiguity in several situations in the
measurement of maintainability. W.Li[16] proposes the new
metric called Number of Ancestor Classes(NAC) to give
the solution to the DIT metric ambiguity problem. NAC
metric measures the number of classes effect the class
design with the inheritance property in the Object-Oriented
inheritance hierarchy.
Chidember-kerner [24], [25],
[28] proposes another metric named Number of Childs
(NOC) which gives the number of classes that are
directly(immediate classes) inherited from the individual
class. W.Li [16] proposes new metric called Number
Descendent Classes (NDC) to consider total number of sub
classes affected with the inheritance.
HendersonSellers [15] developed Average Depth of Inheritance (AID)
metric for applying the average complexity values in the
DIT metric.
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≠ICM (G). In Figure-2 ICM of class P is different from ICM
of class Q. Values of ICM (P) =4 and ICM (Q) =2 then
ACM (P) ≠ACM (Q). Hence ICM metric satisfies the
weyker’s property-1.TheFigure-1 and Figure-2 gives two
different ISM values for the both class diagrams. SM value
of Figure1 is 2.125 is different from the figure2 SM value is
1.714. It means that SM metric satisfies the weyker’s
property-1.
Hence the proposed metrics ICM and SM are
satisfies the weyker’s first property Non-Coarseness
successfully.

Sheldon-jerath [18] proposed modifiability metric called
Average Modifiability [AM] by considering the successors
and understandability of the individual classes.
III.

NEW INHERITANCE METRICS

The proposed metrics in this paper are named as
Individual Class Modifiability (ICM) and System
Modifiability (SM). In the process of identifying
Modifiability metrics preferred the two different inheritance
hierarchy based class diagrams which were placed at the end
of this paper. In the two class diagrams first one is
represented with Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) with no
loops [26] with the multiple inheritance property. Second
class diagram with the normal tree hierarchies (Inheritance)
having the simple relations.
The Modifiability factor
of the class diagram calculated based on two rules. The
Rule-1 says that the variables of the class causes to the same
class modifiability. Rule-2 says that the subclasses which
are inherited by the specified class are to be modified. Based
on this inheritance behavior of classes total inherited classed
can effect in best case, half of the inherited classed to be
modified in average case and no on class need to be
modified by preferring the worst case scenario. Generally
average case should be followed for the most of the
situations. Hence average case class modifiability was
considered in this paper also for measuring the metrics. The
Individual Class Modifiability (ICM) metric considers the
specified class taken into account and the average number of
inherited classes of the given class. The Total System
Modifiability (SM) metric is the sum of all the individual
classes modifiability values divisible by the total number of
classes of the system.
Individual Class Modifiability is
ICM = (Number of Sub Classes/2)+1
Total System Modifiability is
SM =
i/ n
ICMi = Individual Class Modifiability of the Class i.
n= Number of classes.
Applying the above metrics on figure1
ICM(H)=3.5
ICM(G)=4
ICM(F)=3
ICM(E)=1.5
ICM(D)=1
ICM(C) =2
ICM(B ) = ICM(A) = 1
SM of figure1 = 2.125
Applying the above metrics on figure2
ICM (P) =4
ICM (Q) =ACM(R) =2
ICM(S) =ICM (T) =ICM (U) =ICM (V)=1
SM of figure2 = 1.714
IV.

Property-2:- Granularity
Granularity property sates that the metric value
must be applied on the finite number of programs. The
proposed metric value is the non-negative complexity value.
The object-oriented metric class level
metrics are automatically satisfied this property [4] because
class levels are having by the every object-oriented
inheritance hierarch. Here proposed metrics also has the
inheritance hierarchy with class levels. So, the proposed
ICM and SM are also satisfies the weyker’s second
property.
Property-3:- Non-Uniqueness
The same metric value given by the two different classes X
and Y. It means that M(X)=M(Y). The Figure-1 gives the
ICM value of class D is same as ICM values of class B. So,
ICM(D)=1 and ICM(B)=1. It means that ICM(D)=ICM(B).
In Figure-2 ICM value of the class Q is same as the class R.
Here ICM(Q)=2 and ICM(R)=2.So ICM(Q)=ICM(R).
Hence proposed ICM metric satisfies this Non-Uniqueness
property. At the system level by considering the various
class diagrams the SM metric value of one class diagram is
equal to another class diagram .Hence SM metric also
satisfies the weyker’s third property Non-Uniqueness
successfully.
Property-4 :- Design Implementation
If two designers design the class diagrams with
same number of classes it has to show the two different
metric values. The designed class diagrams must be utilized
the proposed metric.
The proposed metrics ICM and SM were satisfied
this Design Implementation property because any two
designers draw the number of class diagrams with the same
number of classes of the same program but they would
follow the different inheritance hierarchy and class levels.
Hence the designs of the two systems would be different.
The proposed metrics ICM and SM also suitable for the
different designs for different designers. Hence ICM and
SM metrics were satisfies the weyker’s fourth property
successfully.
Property-5:- Monotonicity
This property states that metric value of the grouping of two
different metric valued classes is greater than or equal to the
individual classes. Suppose X and Y classes are having the
two different metric values then the grouping of the both
denoted as X+Y metric value is greater than or equal to the
individual X and Y classes metric values.

PROPOSED METRICS VALIDATION

The metric validation is the best way to strengthen
the proposed metrics to use in future better way. The
Weyker’s [19] developed nine properties give the
mathematical and functional proofs in the process of
metrics validation.
Property-1:- Non-Coarseness
The class X and class Y are having the proposed
metric M then the Non-Coarseness found that if M (X) ≠ M
(Y) was satisfied.
In Figure-1, ICM of class H is different from ICM
of class G. ICM (H) =3.5 and ICM (G) =4 then ICM(H)
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It means that M(X+Y) ≥ M(X) and M (X+Y) ≥ M(Y).
Here the proposed metrics need fulfill the three possible sub
situations for satisfying the weyker’s monotonicity property.
1. If class X and class Y are siblings.
The Figure-1(b) shows that ICM(X)=1 and ICM(Y)=1.The
grouping of the both siblings as one class as X+Y then the
finalized value of the ICM(X+Y)=1, which is equal to the
both the metrics of X and Y. The Figure-2(b) shows that
ICM(Q)=2 and ICM(R )=2. The grouping of both siblings as
one class as Q+R, then the finalized result of the
ICM(Q+R)=3 which is greater than both the metrics of
classes Q and R individually.
Hence case-1 was successfully satisfied by the ICM metric.
If class X is the child of another class Y.
The Figure-1(c) gives the ICM(C)=2 and ICM(B)=1.The
Combination of the C and B classes gives metric value as
ICM(C+B)= 1.5. The resultant ICM(C+B) metric value is
equal to class E and less than the values of class C. The
Figure-2(c) gives the values of the metric ICM(Q)=2 and
ICM(S)=1. The combination of the Q and S gives the metric
value as ICM (Q+S)=1, which is less than the metric value
of Q and greater than Q.
So case-2 of Monotonicity property is not satisfied by the
proposed metric ICM, because the combination of the two
individual classes (one is child to another) break the
structure and reduce the Object-Oriented Class Inheritance
hierarchy. Oncethe structure of the class diagram was
changed then the possibility of reducing the metric value is
very much high. So ACM is not satisfied the monotonicity
property (case-2). The existed inheritance hierarchy based
metrics like DIT,NAC,NDC,AID and AM also not
satisfying the weyker’s fifth property[23] because they were
also focused on the class only not the inside matter of the
class.
If class X and class Y are neither siblings nor children of
each other.
The Figure-1(d) shows that the ICM(C)=2 and ICM(E)=1.5.
The combination of C and E classes gives the metric value
ICM(C+E) =2, which is same to class C metric value and
greater value than class E metric value. The Figure-2(d)
shows that ICM (Q) =2 and ICM (V) =1. The combination
of both the classes metric value is ICM (Q+V) =2, which is
greater than the class V metric value and equal to the class
Q metric value.
Hence case-3 of Monotonicity property is satisfied by ICM
metric successfully.
The proposed ICM metric satisfies the weyker’s
monotonicity property (two situations) but failed in the
second situation. Hence the proposed ICM and SM metrics
are not satisfies this property similar to the existed
inheritance based metrics like DIT, NAC, NDC, AID and
AM.
Property-6:- Non-Equivalence of Interaction
If class X and class Y shows the same metric values then
individual combination of these individual classes with
another class Z the finalized metric values of X+Z not equal
to the metric values of Y+Z.
In the Figure-1 the metric values of ICM(B)=ICM(D)=1.
The combinations of two these classes with another class C
as displayed in Figure-1(e) and Figure-1(f) .The finalized
metric values of ICM(B+C)=1.5 and ICM(D+C)=2 but both
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are not equal. So ICM(B+C)≠ICM(D+C).Consider the
Figure-2 with the metric values of ICM (Q) = ICM (R) =2.
The individual combination of these two classes
with class T as displayed as in Figure-2 (e) and Figure2(f).The finalized metric values of
ICM(Q+T)=1.5
and ICM(R+T)=2, but the both values are not equal. So ICM
(Q+T) ≠ ICM(R+T). Hence the proposed ICM metric
satisfies the weyker’s sixth property. By considering the
system level the proposed modifiability metric SM also
satisfies the weyker’s sixth property.
Property-7:- Significance of Permutation
The proposed metric values not to be changed even
permutations on the program statements are performed. This
metric is not applicable to class diagram based metrics (not
considering the inside data and functions).This property
only applicable for traditional programming where the
inside matter of the program taken major consideration for
the selection of the metrics. This property is not suitable for
most of the object-oriented metrics because these are
considered the class as single unit not the inside data of the
class.
The existed metrics like DIT, NAC, NOC, NDC,
AID and AM also not satisfies this property [23]. Hence the
proposed metrics ICM and ASM also not applicable to this
property.
Property-8:- No Change of Remaining
If the class name is renamed then the metric values
of the given class need not to be changed.
This property can be applicable to all the objectoriented class based metrics because rename the class not
shown any effect on that class metric value. The proposed
ICM and SM metrics are also based on the object-oriented
class inheritance hierarchy. Hence the ICM and SM metrics
are automatically satisfies the weyker’s eighth property
successfully.
Property-9:- Interaction complexity
If two classes X and Y combination denoted by X+Y then
the metric value of X+Y is greater than the summation of
the individual classes X and Y.
It means
M(X+Y)>M(X) +M(Y)
Any developed metric based on the object-oriented class
diagram is not applicable for this property [23].
The combination of two classes into single one takes lowest
or equal metric values than the addition of two class’s
individual metric values.
So, this property can not feasible for classbased metrics.
Here the proposed metrics are based on the Object-Oriented
design.
Hence the ICM and SM metrics are also not satisfies this
Interaction complexity property-V.
V.

COMPARISION WITH EXISTED METRICS
AND RESULTS

Here the proposed ICM and SM metrics comparison was
done with the existed metrics namely DIT, NOC, NAC,
NDC, AID and AM.
For the DIT, NOC, NAC, NDC and AID metrics validation
results are taken and against weyker’s properties.
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Based on the Weyker’s properties applicability comparison
has done between the proposed and existed metrics then
results are place in below table format.
Table-I: Inheritance based Metrics validation with
Weyker’s properties
Property/
Metric

DIT

NOC

NAC

NDC

AID

AM

ICM

SM

1

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

√
√
√
×
√
×
√
×

√
√
√
√
√
×
√
×

√
√
√
×
√
×
√
×

√
√
√
×
√
×
√
×

√
√
√
×
√
×
√
×

√
√
√
×
√
×
√
×

√
√
√
×
√
×
√
×

√
√
√
×
√
×
√

×
.
√ - weyker’s property satisfied by the metric.
× - weyker’s property not satisfied by the metric.
In the results comparison main task is to reduce the
modifiability complexity value of the system. For this
reason comparison done between the proposed SM and
existed AM metrics. In this comparison SM had given the
much reduced results than the AM results. The finalized
results of the Average system modifiability of the proposed
SM and existed AM are placed in below table.

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

Table-II: System level Modifiability metric values
Figure

AM

SM

1

4.37

2.125

16.

2

3.1

1.714

17.

VI.

CONCLUSION

In this paper various existed inheritance metrics are
discussed their validity with the weyker’s properties. Here
main focus is on the reduction of modifiability complexity
value of the system level (SM) and measure the individual
class modifiability (ICM) in simple manner. The proposed
ICM and Sm metrics are validated with weyker’s properties
was done and compared the previous existed inheritance
based metrics validity also. The results of the system
modifiability metric(SM) had given the lowest values
compared with the existed AM values.

18.
19.
20.

21.

22.

23.

FUTURE WORK
Similar to many authors the proposed metrics in this paper
also focused only the class as a unit not the inside details of
the class. In future extend this work to the inside details of
the class also. Here our concentration is on the modifiability
factor of the maintainability. The other factors factor’s
metrics also need to be consider for improving the
maintainability and the quality of the Object-Oriented
software system.

24.

25.

26.
27.
28.
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Fig 1(d) : Combined C+E Class Inheritance
Hierarchy(case-3)property-5.

Fig 2(a) : Class Inheritance Hierarchy
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Hierarchy(case-1)property-5.

Fig 1(e) :Combined B+C Class Inheritance Hierarchy
property-6.

Fig 1(a) : Class Inheritance Hierarchy
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Fig 2(F) : Combined R+T Class Inheritance Hierarchy
property-6

Fig .2(b) : Combined Q+R Class Inheritance Hierarchy
(case-1)property-5.

Fig 2(E) : Combined Q+T Class Inheritance Hierarchy
property-6.

Fig 1(c) : Combined C+B Class Inheritance
Hierarchy(case-2)property-5.

Fig 1(f) : Combined D+C Class Inheritance Hierarchy
property-6.

Fig 2(c) : Combined Q+S Class Inheritance Hierarchy
(case-2)property-5.
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